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Abstract: The multi-fixed-bed bioreactor “Multiferm” provides a downscaled system for the development of fixed-bed processes
with immobilized microorganisms or cells. It consists of twelve single fixed-bed units that can be operated independently. Different
bacterial  strains,  carriers  used  for  immobilization,  media  or  flow  rates  can  be  studied  in  one  compact  experimental  set-up.
Experiments can be run in parallel to allow for determination of experimental errors. In these studies several continuous cultivations
were  carried  out  with  Lactobacillus  delbrueckii  ssp.  bulgaricus  using  different  dilution  rates  and culture  durations  as  proof-of-
concept for the Multiferm.  Parameters relevant for process design such as reproducibility of simultaneously performed cultures,
optimal dilution rate and long-term performance were determined by means of volume specific lactate and biomass productivity.
First indications on a reduced growth rate of the cells due to immobilization were found.

Keywords: Cell density, continuous cultivation, dilution rate, experimental error, fixed-bed, lactic acid bacteria, metabolic activity,
process development, scale-down.

INTRODUCTION

The main advantage of the cultivation of bacteria in fixed-bed bioreactors is cell retention [1] but there are also
other promising aspects like higher enzyme activity, higher pH and temperature stability [2] as well as higher plasmid
stability and higher rate of correctly folded proteins [3 - 5] in recombinant bacterial strains. Fixed-bed reactor systems
have a reduced system complexity, which reduces costs. The continuous operation or at least prolonged cultivation
period due to higher stability increases productivity [3, 6 - 8].

There have been numerous reports on immobilized lactic acid bacteria (LAB) for production of lactic acid, starter
cultures, bacteriocins (e.g. nisin) and aromatic compounds under high volumetric productivity compared to suspension
cultivation [3, 5, 9 - 13]. One reason for this is the application of dilution rates that are several times higher than the
maximum specific growth rate during exponential growth [6, 12, 14]. Nevertheless, the number of industrial fixed-bed
processes is quite small because of the lack of process development tools for fixed-bed processes.

Regarding the previously mentioned advantages for fixed-bed reactors as well as the potential of lactic acid bacteria
it is obvious that there is a requirement for a specific process development tool. Therefore, a downscaled, cost-efficient
multiple fixed-bed reactor system was developed. This reactor system allows the fast generation of cultivation data
because of its twelve single fixed-beds. By this, it is possible to use different bacterial strains, carriers, media or flow
rates in one compact experimental setup. Furthermore, immobilization procedures and required time for stable running
can be investigated in this system by stopping cultivation at different points of time.

The objective of the present study was to determine parameters relevant for design of fixed bed processes such as
reproducibility, optimal dilution rate and long-term performance. Lactobacillus delbrueckii ssp. bulgaricus was used as
model system.
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MATERIALS AND METHODS

Multi-fixed-bed Bioreactor Multiferm

The multiple bioreactor system Multiferm (medorex e.K., Nörten-Hardenberg, Germany) consists of twelve single
fixed-bed units, each with a working volume of 10 mL. All twelve are placed in a 1.5 L conditioning vessel (see Fig. 1).
The fixed-bed units and the conditioning vessel are made of Duran glass, the lid and the connections consist of the
autoclavable and resistant organic polymer polyether ether ketone (PEEK). Within a fixed-bed unit (see Fig. 2). The
carriers are packed between two PEEK discs with equal perforations for uniform liquid distribution within the reactors.
The  liquid  flows  from  bottom  to  top  for  easy  release  of  process  gasses.  The  Multiferm  system  is  provided  with
temperature (between 5 - 60 ºC), pH (between 3 - 10) and aeration (between 0.1 - 1 L/h) controls. It is further equipped
with pumps, which can dispense fluids with flow rates between 0.15 - 3 mL/min.

Fig. (1). The Multiferm multi-fixed-bed fermenter system. Middle: Conditioning vessel with the 12 single fixed-bed units. Left:
Process  control  system  WinErs.  Right:  Control  unit  for  feed,  harvest,  pH,  aeration  and  temperature  (medorex  e.k.,  with  kind
permission).

Carrier Material

For immobilization VitraPOR® carriers from Robu Glasfiltergeräte GmbH (Hattert, Germany) were used. They are
made  of  sintered  borosilicate  glass  and  are  therefore  autoclavable  and  resistant  against  chemicals.  VitraPOR®  is
spherical in shape with an average diameter of 4 mm (Fig. 3) and has a porosity of 36 %, while the inner surface is
0.13 mm2/g.

Bacterial Strain

The  experiments  were  performed  with  Lactobacillus  delbrueckii  ssp.  bulgaricus  (L.  bulgaricus),  which  is  an
anaerobic, non-motile and non-spore forming lactic acid bacterium. Its growth conditions are: temperature 40 - 44 °C,
low pH from 4.6 to 6, complex nutrition. This strain is obligatory homofermentative producing no CO2 but D-lactate
exclusively. Its maximum specific growth rate µmax in shaking flask cultivation (40 °C, Difco Lacto-bacilli MRS Broth
with initial pH of 6, data not shown here) was determined to be 0.39 1/h and it has qLac,batch = 2.6 10-12 g/(cells.h), which
is the cell specific lactate production rate in batch suspension cultivation. For the latter, the produced lactate ∆cLac. [g/L]
was divided by the formed biomass ∆X [cells/L] as well as the duration of the exponential phase ∆t [h].

Cultivation

All cultivations were carried out at a temperature of 40 °C using complex MRS medium containing 20 g/L glucose
with an initial pH of 6. Within the fixed-bed the pH was not controlled.
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Fig. (2). Scheme of a fixed-bed unit.

Preculture in Suspension

For cultivation in the Multiferm  a  preculture has to be prepared.  Therefore,  a  cryoculture of  1.5 mL containing
1·109 cells was incubated at 40 °C for 14 to 16 h in 50 mL MRS medium. Then, fresh MRS medium was inoculated
with  10  %  [v/v]  inoculation  volume  of  the  preculture  and  incubated  under  same  conditions  until  a  cell  density  of
1·109 cells/mL was reached. This second culture was centrifuged at 4,500·g. The cell pellet was resuspended in one fifth
of the initial volume.

Fig. (3). Top: VitraPOR® carrier with a diameter of 4 mm. Bottom: SEM image with 250-fold magnitude (scale is 100 µm).

Inoculation and Start up of Fixed-bed

Each of the 10 mL fixed-bed reactors was filled with 10 mL of the cell suspension obtained as described in the
previous section and incubated for 14 h at 40 °C to let the bacteria settle within the fixed-bed carriers. Afterwards,
supernatant  was  removed  and  the  perfusion  was  started  with  fresh  medium using  a  dilution  rate  D  of  0.67·µmax  (=
0.26 1/h), which was increased after 24 h.
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Fig. (4). Carrier colonization during cultivation of L. bulgaricus in multi-fixed-bed fermenter system over 154 h.

Fig. (5). Cultivation of L. bulgaricus in the Multiferm to test reproducibility of the system under different dilution rates (1: D =
0.67·µmax, 2: D = 0.75·µmax, 3: D = 1.00·µmax, 4: D = 1.10·µmax, 5: D = 1.20·µmax). Two times six fixed-bed units were run (n = 12 in
total). Data points represent means ± standard deviation. Conditions: MRS medium (initial pH of 6), 40 °C.

Analytics

All samples were withdrawn from the inlet and the outlet flow of a fixed-bed unit and analyzed as described in the
following  on  biomass,  substrate  (glucose)  and  product  (lactate)  concentrations.  These  concentrations  were  used  to
calculate volumetric productivities.

Cell Density

The growth of L. bulgaricus was monitored by measuring the optical density (OD) at a wave length of 600 nm with
a spectrophotometer (V-1200, VWR International, Darmstadt, Germany) in polystyrene semi-micro cuvettes (Sarstedt,
Nümbrecht, Germany). Additionally, bacteria were counted with a Neubauer improved hemocytometer with 0.02 mm
depth to estimate the correction between OD and cell density X [cells/L] to be:

          [cells/mL] 
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Lactate and Glucose Concentration

Samples were taken at the inlet and outlet of each fixed-bed unit to determine lactate and glucose concentration.
This was done via HPLC (Kontron Instruments, Kontron HPLC 332 UV detector, RID-6A Shimadzu infrared detector,
BioRad Aminex HPX-87H column, 5 mM H2SO4 as eluent).

Viability

Live  cell  percentage  was  determined  by  two  methods.  The  first  one  was  the  staining  of  cells  with  Acridine
orange/Propidium iodide (AO/PI)  solution (1  g/L AO and 0.07 g/L PI  in  PBS).  Therefore,  the  cell  suspension was
diluted with PBS to obtain a cell density of approximately 5·108 cells/mL. A 1:1 mixture of cell suspension and AO/PI
stain solution was incubated at room temperature for 2 min. The stained cells are then pelleted by centrifugation at
14,000·g for 2 min. The pelleted cells are resuspended in PBS and centrifuged again. Finally, resuspended cells were
analyzed via fluorescence microscopy. Viable cells appear green and dead cells red when excited with blue and green
light, respectively.

The second method was the determination of colony forming units (CFU) by plating out a dilution series of cell
suspension on MRS agar plates. The difference between cell density of the cell suspension determined by measuring the
OD and the CFU gives the amount of dead cells in the suspension.

Calculations for the Fixed-bed Reactor

The volume specific biomass productivity of the fixed-bed reactor q*
X was calculated from

with X out. as suspended cell concentration in the harvest stream in [cells/L] and dilution rate D [1/h]. The latter is
the ratio of fluid flow [L/h] and fixed-bed volume [L].

The volume specific lactate productivity q*
Lac was calculated from

with the lactate concentration in the feed cLac,in. and in the harvest cLac,out.. The concentration of immobilized cells
XFB,est was estimated as

with the cell specific lactate productivity in batch suspension culture qLac,batch..

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

One  of  the  major  characteristics  of  fixed-bed  reactor  systems  is  the  simple  design  and  the  low  complexity.  In
contrast  to  stirred  suspension  reactors,  which  are  considered  to  be  homogeneously  mixed,  fixed-bed  reactors  have
gradients along the height for all parameters like concentrations of biomass, substrate and product. Also the pH value
shifts as it is not controlled in these systems.

The dilution rate is an important parameter for every kind of continuous cultivations because it is correlated with the
volumetric productivity. Especially for fixed-bed cultivations with their simple design and low complexity, the dilution
rate is the only parameter to be varied during a running cultivation.

Impact of Dilution Rate and Consistency of Experiments

To investigate  the  impact  of  dilution rate  on cell  growth and activity  within  the  fixed-bed,  and the  consistency
(reproducibility)  of  experiments,  two  set-ups  were  run  with  six  fixed-bed  units  each  time.  The  dilution  rate  was
increased stepwise from 0.67·µmax to 1.2·µmax, corresponding to values of D = 0.26 1/h to 0.47 1/h. In particular dilution
rates  similar  or  higher  as  the  maximum  growth  rate  are  important  to  judge  the  stability  of  the  fixed-bed,  as  for

  
        [cells/( L.h )]

     
                    [g/( L.h)]

       
    
 

          

[cells/L] 
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continuous chemostat cultures with suspended cells washout of cells occurs at these high dilution rates. In total, the
Multiferm was run for 154 h in this experiment.

An  example  for  the  time  course  of  colonization  of  the  carriers  within  the  fixed-bed  units  is  shown in  Fig.  (4).
Especially between 120 h and 154 h of process time the formation of the biofilm increased drastically. At t = 154 h the
carriers  are  completely  covered  with  cells.  At  this  point  in  time  the  dilution  rate  was  already  D  =  1.2·µmax.  As  no
washout of cells occurred, the stability of the fixed-bed system is confirmed.

The time course of cell (Xout) and lactate concentration and pH at the outlet of the fixed-bed units (harvest flow) as
well as the volume specific productivities (q*) are given in Fig. (5).

For perfusion of each fixed-bed unit fresh MRS medium with a pH of 6 was used. The activity of the immobilized
cells led to a pH shift to 4.6 at the outlet already at the first sampling at 9.5 h of fermentation. From that on pH was
constant in the following course of cultivation.

The system shows a good stability since the pH at the outlet and the volumetric specific lactate productivity q*
Lac

was nearly constant throughout the cultivation. The reproducibility of the system between different experiments and
between different fixed-bed units is good since the standard deviation is 13 % at the most for all concentrations and
productivities. Furthermore, it can be seen that at higher dilution rates the cell concentration in the outlet rises up to
3.5·108 cells/mL and the lactate concentration decreases at the most from 5.7 g/L to 3.3 g/L due to dilution effects.

It seems that the higher dilution rates of D = µmax to D = 1.2·µmax lead to a better supply of the cells because more
cells are in the outlet whilst the lactate productivity is stable at 1.4 g/(L.h).

Long-term Cultivation

In the before mentioned experiment the dilution rate was increased stepwise in relatively short time intervals. In the
following an experiment is described, where the dilution rate was fixed to D = µmax during a period of 300 h (Fig. 6).
Two fixed-bed units were run in parallel.

All determined parameters reached constant values after approx. 150 h. Therefore, this experiment underlines the
long-term stability of the fixed-bed system even at high dilution rates.

Fig. (6). Cultivation of L. bulgaricus in Multiferm system with constant dilution rate (D = 0.39 1/h = µmax). Conditions: MRS medium
(intial pH of 6), 40 °C, 2 fixed-bed units (n = 2). Data points represent means ± standard deviation.

Interestingly, the pH reaches again the final value of 4.6 only at the second sampling after 72 h of fermentation for
unknown reasons.

The  biomass  in  a  fixed-bed  reactor  cannot  be  determined  by  sampling  during  the  cultivation.  An  approach  to
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estimate the number of immobilized cells is to assume a cell specific lactate production rate similar to the production
rate  in  suspension.  In  that  case  the  cell  concentration  can  be  calculated  by  dividing  the  volume  specific  lactate
productivity (in g/(L.h)) by the cell specific lactate productivity from suspension culture (in g/(cell.h)) (see above). For
the  cultivations  shown  in  Fig.  (6),  the  estimated  cell  concentration  XFB,est  varied  between  4  to  6·108  cells/mL,  if
2.6·10-12 g/(cell.h) as cell specific lactate production rate qLac,batch. from batch suspension cultivation was assumed.

At the end of this experiment the cells were detached from the carriers by ultrasonic sound (Bransonic bath 221,
15 s), followed by vortexing for maximal 5 s to avoid abrasion of the carriers. The optical density of the received cell
suspension was measured and gave 1.89·109 cells/mL as real cell density in the fixed-bed. A viability test by plating the
cell suspension on MRS agar plates resulted in a viability of 74 %, which is the same as for chemostat processes with
L. bulgaricus under same conditions (MRS medium, 40 °C).

Assuming  that  no  drastical  shift  in  metabolism occurs,  the  difference  of  factor  ten  between  estimated  and  real
biomass in the fixed-bed under same viability could be a reduced growth rate.

Fig.  (7).  Correlation  between  cells  specific  lactate  productivity  and  specific  growth  rate  during  chemostat  cultivation  of  L.
bulgaricus. Conditions: MRS medium (intial pH of 6), 40 °C, 500 mL. Data points represent means ± standard deviation (n = 2-10
per dilution rate).

Influence of Immobilization on Growth Rate

The results of the long-term cultivation in the previous section gave first indications that L. bulgaricus cells change
the growth rate in immobilized state. The detachment of cells at the end of the long-term cultivation showed that the
real biomass is approximately one magnitude higher than the calculated one. The estimation is based on the cell specific
lactate productivity of cells cultivated in suspension. Chemostat cultivation of L. bulgaricus  under same conditions
regarding temperature, pH and medium (see Fig. 7) showed a linear correlation between growth rate of cells and the cell
specific lactate productivity to be:

Since the real cell density XFB,real at the end of the long-term cultivation is known to be 1.89·109cells/mL and the
average  volume  specific  lactate  productivity  q*

Lac  is  1.5  g/(L.h),  the  cell  specific  lactate  productivity  qLac.  can  be
calculated  to  be  0.79·10-12  g/(cell.h)  for  immobilized  cells.  By  this,  the  correlation  between  cell  specific  lactate
productivity and specific growth rate results in a specific growth rate of µFB = 0.063 1/h for immobilized cells. This
value is nearly one magnitude lower than the growth rate of free suspended cells.

Preliminary  experiments  in  batch  cultivation  with  suspended  cells  showed  that  the  influence  of  a  pH  shift  on

                          [g/(cell.h)]
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maximum specific growth rate is negligible in the pH range from 4.6 to 6 (data not published). Therefore, the reason for
the lower µFB could be diffusion limitations within the biofilm.

CONCLUSION

As described in  the  materials  and methods  section,  the  Multiferm has  twelve  single  fixed-bed units  that  can be
operated independently. Consequently, experiments can be performed simultaneously either with one times twelve, two
times six or four times three fixed-beds with different options to accelerate the development of fixed-bed processes with
immobilized cells. One option is to perfuse the units with different media, cultivating one strain in each for medium
testing. Determination of the above mentioned productivities for biomass and product can also be carried out to find the
best  strain  in  a  certain  medium in  case  of  mutant  screening.  Moreover,  the  influence  of  different  dilution  rates  or
carriers  on  the  performance  of  fixed-bed  cultivations  can  be  investigated.  For  a  better  understanding  of  fixed-bed
processes in general, the increase of immobilized biomass and the formation of biofilms can be studied by time course
experiments. If this is done during the start-up process at certain time intervals before reaching constant productivity
values, kinetic parameters could be used to create a model for fixed-bed processes. Especially for these kinetic studies,
the  Multiferm  is  superior  to  single  experiments  where  growth  related  parameters  change  from  one  experiment  to
another. In case of aerobic strains, a conditioning vessel can be integrated to dissolve oxygen up to total saturation for
sufficient  oxygen  supply  of  the  cells.  The  downscaled  design  of  the  Multiferm  leads  to  a  cost-efficient  process
development.  In  this  context,  the  enormous  time  reduction  has  to  be  mentioned.  Regarding  the  first  experiment
described here, the cultivation could be reduced to 308 h in total compared to approximately 2000 h in single fixed-bed
systems.

The  Multiferm  was  successfully  used  for  cultivation  of  immobilized  Lactobacillus  delbrueckii  ssp.  bulgaricus.
Cultivations were reproducible and the generation of a relevant amount of data was fast and easy in this multiple reactor
system. The investigation of the biomass within the fixed-bed indicated a change in growth rate of immobilized cells as
also reported in literature for other immobilized LAB [3, 5].

The usage of a conditioning vessel would also allow the cultivation of aerobic mammalian or bacterial cells. Thus,
the Multiferm can be used as a powerful tool for bioprocess development of fixed-bed processes.
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